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Poster Title 
Monitoring Guide RNA Synthesis for CRISPR/Cas9 Genome Editing Workflow Using the 
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer System 

Abstract Bacterial clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) - associated 
protein 9 (Cas9) system has increased in popularity as a genome editing tool for targeted 
mutations, insertions, deletions and gene knock-out studies. CRISPR genome editing has 
also proved superior to Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFN) and transcription activator- like effector 
nucleases (TALENs) due to its simplicity and easy programmability. In CRISPR, a guide RNA 
(gRNA) is used to recognize and introduce a double standard break (DSB) in a target DNA. 
The DNA repair mechanism triggered after the break is then exploited to introduce an 
insertion/deletion (indel) in the case of non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), or precise 
genetic modification if a homology-directed repair (HDR) pathway is triggered. 
A critical part of the CRISPR/Cas9 tool is the design and synthesis of the gRNA that 
comprises T7 promoter sequence, target sequence, and protospacer adjacent motifs (PAM). 
Monitoring the transcription of the gRNA is critical to the workflow to ensure successful gene 
editing.  
Here we present an automated electrophoresis approach for monitoring the synthesis of 
gRNA. The study involves design and synthesis of gRNA against two candidate genes by 
PCR amplification. The resulting amplicon is expected to contain all necessary components 
in gRNA to induce DSB. The synthesized gRNA is then purified to remove contaminating 
DNA oligos and checked for size and purity using the electrophoresis system. 
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Poster Title DNASynth: a computer program for assembly DNA molecules in decreasing temperature 

Abstract We present the algorithm and the computer program to artificial gene synthesis. The 
evolutionary algorithm is used to develop the optimal nucleotide sequence to encode a given 
peptide for a given host organism and to provide the long DNA assembly protocol. This 
protocol use DNA ligase, the minimal number of reaction is provided, the shorter fragments 
react in decreasing temperature. 
 
The computer program use client-server architecture. The user uses only web browser with 
graphical interface. The algorithm was tested with real data from an experiment in a wet 
biological laboratory to synthesize of an analogue of the yeast Ubp4 protease gene which is 
1083bp length. The software and user manual is freely available at 
http://dnasynth.sourceforge.net under GNU LGPL license. 
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Poster Title Artificial metabolic pathways for bio-based isobutene 

Abstract As of today, most industrial bio production processes are based on naturally occurring 
metabolic pathways or biochemical reactions, limiting the scope of industrial biology, and 
preventing the access to many of the chemistry’s largest market. For example, the 
development of bio-processes for the efficient production of light olefins (the core of the 
petrochemical industry) such as propylene, linear butylene, butadiene and isobutene, 
remains a technological challenge. Indeed, since these molecules are not synthesized by 
natural microorganisms, the design of a complete metabolic pathway for their production is 
hampered by the lack of identified enzymes able to perform the final biochemical step.  The 
purpose of Global Bioenergies is to develop innovative metabolic routes for the bio-
production of light olefins, with isobutene being the first target. In order to bridge the gap 
between natural metabolites and the final product, Global Bioenergies has engineered 
artificial biocatalysts, and combined them with natural enzymes into metabolic pathways. 
Thus, in contrast with most former approaches, the new metabolic routes leading to 
isobutene involve non-naturally occurring reactions, including the decarboxylation of 
hydroxyisovaleric acid, a key intermediate, into the final product. We will describe and 
compare different strategies to produce isobutene in Escherichia coli using this type of 
approach.  The scale-up of this innovative bio-based isobutene production process is 
currently ongoing.  Our first pilot plant is running since 2014 in Pomacle (France), with a 
capacity of 10 tons/year of oxidation-grade isobutene. This pilot targets applications such as 
methacrylic acid (a paint additive) and organic glass. Several samples of bio-based isobutene 
or isooctane derived exclusively from bio-isobutene have already been delivered to Arkema, 
Audi and to CFBP (an industry organization representing several gas supply distribution 
companies), and the process yield has now reached more than 70% of target commercial 
yield at pilot scale. A demo plant with a capacity of 100 tons/year of polymer-grade isobutene 
is now under construction on the refinery site of Leuna (Germany). It will cover the whole of 
isobutene’s wide product tree, including rubber applications. 
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Poster Title Visualisation of DNA conformational changes in situ at nanometre resolution 

Abstract Non-canonical DNA structures are implicated in a number of key biological processes from 
gene regulation to chromosome maintenance, often introducing genetic instabilities. 
Quadruplex DNA for example, is associated with gene transcription, and its presence around 
cancer gene sites could block the expression of cancer-causing genes. Triplex DNA can be 
used to target cancer genes in a similar manner, inhibiting expression. Circumventing the 
complexities of resolving the activity of these non-canonical DNA structures in vivo, here we 
present a method for studying DNA structures in vitro, under topological constraints more 

indicative of those found in cellular DNA.  
 
It has been established that DNA binding interactions are influenced both by sequence and 
structure. Through embedding key non-canonical DNA forming sequences in small circles of 
DNA, we can study the effect of this constraint on the formation of non-canonical DNA 
structures. We use high-resolution AFM to study the structure of DNA mini-circles that contain 
quadruplex or triplex forming sites. We observe site-specific triplex formation as small (c.a. 
10 nm) protrusions from the DNA mini-circle on incubation with a complementary 
oligonucleotide at low pH. In an alternative, quadruplex-containing DNA mini-circle, we have 
visualised the DNA mini-circle secondary structure in multiple configurations, both with 
unfolded single stranded DNA (ssDNA) sections, and with ssDNA sections folded into 
quadruplex DNA.  
 
We observe quadruplex formation in real time, with folding and unfolding both occurring 
within one minute. By complementary Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) 
experiments, we have shown that these mini-circles provide a more physiological alternative 
for the short quadruplex sequences that have hitherto been used in biophysical assays. In 
general, the use of topologically constrained DNA mini-circles could open avenues for 
studying DNA interactions at the single molecule level under conditions closer to those in 
vivo, where AFM enables us to study these interactions simultaneously with DNA structure 

and superstructure1. 
 
1) Pyne, A., Thompson, R., Leung, C., Roy, D. & Hoogenboom, B. W. Single-Molecule 
Reconstruction of Oligonucleotide Secondary Structure by Atomic Force Microscopy. Small 
10, 3257–3261 (2014). 
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Poster Title 
Molecular basis of membrane protein production and internal membranes proliferation in 
Escherichia coli 

Abstract The most successful expression system uses to produce membrane proteins for structural 
studies is the one based on the T7 RNA polymerase (Hattab et al., 2015). However, the major 
drawbacks of this system is the over-transcription of the target gene due to the T7 RNA 
polymerase transcription activity that is over ten times faster than the E.coli enzyme. Since 
the isolation of spontaneous mutants, namely C41 λ(DE3) and C43 λ(DE3) (Miroux and 
Walker, 1996) and the identification of their mutation in the genome, it becomes clear that 
reducing the amount of the T7 RNA polymerase level removes the toxicity associated with 
the expression of some membrane protein (Wagner et al., 2008; Kwon et al., 2015). Also, 
some membrane protein require very low rate of transcription to be correctly folded at the E. 
coli membrane. Our objective was to extend the promoter strength coverage of the T7 based 
expression system. We used genetic and genomic approaches to isolate and characterize 
new bacterial strains in which the level of T7 RNA polymerase is differently regulated than in 
existing hosts. A second objective is to understand internal membrane proliferation in E. coli. 
Indeed it has been shown that, for instance, over-expression of AtpF of E. coli F1Fo ATP 
synthase is accompanied by the proliferation of intracellular membranes enriched in 
cardiolipids (Arechaga et al., 2000). To understand metabolic pathways involved in 
membrane biogenesis, proliferation and organization, we have used a RNA sequencing 
approach at several time point upon over-expression of AtpF in the C43 λ(DE3). On the other 
hand, in collaboration with Gerardo Carranza Ferrer and Ignacio Arechaga of University of 
Cantabria (Spain) we studied C43 λ(DE3) cls mutants, in which the cardiolipids genes A, B 
and C are deleted, to test how cardiolipids participate to the structuration of intracellular 
membranes. 
 
Arechaga, I., Miroux, B., Karrasch, S., Huijbregts, R., de Kruijff, B., Runswick, M.J., and 
Walker, J.E. (2000). Characterisation of new intracellular membranes in Escherichia coli 
accompanying large scale over-production of the b subunit of F1Fo ATP synthase. FEBS 
Lett. 482, 215–219. 
 
Hattab, G., Warschawski, D.E., Moncoq, K., and Miroux, B. (2015). Escherichia coli as host 
for membrane protein structure determination: a global analysis. Sci. Rep. 5. 
 
Kwon, S.-K., Kim, S.K., Lee, D.-H., and Kim, J.F. (2015). Comparative genomics and 
experimental evolution of Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) strains reveal the landscape of toxicity 
escape from membrane protein overproduction. Sci. Rep. 5. 
 
Miroux, B., and Walker, J.E. (1996). Over-production of Proteins inEscherichia coli: Mutant 
Hosts that Allow Synthesis of some Membrane Proteins and Globular Proteins at High 
Levels. J. Mol. Biol. 260, 289–298. 
 
Wagner, S., Klepsch, M.M., Schlegel, S., Appel, A., Draheim, R., Tarry, M., Högbom, M., van 
Wijk, K.J., Slotboom, D.J., Persson, J.O., et al. (2008). Tuning Escherichia coli for membrane 
protein overexpression. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A. 105, 14371–14376. 
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Poster Title Cell-free approaches for engineering synthetic transcription networks 

Abstract Successful forward engineering of biological networks requires the development of several 
processes already standard in other engineering disciplines: namely, a library of 
quantitatively-characterized standard parts which enable accurate, predictive simulations, 
and rapid design-build-test cycles. We have developed a cell-free approach, where 
transcription networks are run in vitro inside microfluidic reactors. This brings many benefits 
including easy quantitative monitoring of network function, enhanced reproducibility, and the 
ability to investigate dynamic network behaviour not possible in traditional batch reaction 
setups. Using this technique we have engineered novel 3 and 5 node negative feedback 
oscillatory circuits and a 4 node toggle switch, and most importantly, shown that the circuits 
preserve their function even after transfer back into an in vivo system. This result suggests 
that the cell-free approach is a viable practical breadboard for both rapid engineering and 
quantitative characterization of genetic circuits before they are deployed in vivo. 
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Abstract SynBio/Inverse Pharmacology takes advantage of the existent pharmacological data to 
develop convenient tools for mammalian synthetic biology. In this study, we aim first to create 
an in silico tool for designing small-molecule control of engineered proteins. Moreover, we 
intend to demonstrate the utility of this tool by producing novel drug-controlled proteins. We 
hypothesize that the CRISPR genome editing system can be controlled by hormone inducible 
proteins that consist of CRISPR systems and nuclear receptors to control the timing of 
transgene expression. 
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Ultra-Sensitive Detection and Binary Quantification Utilising LAMP DNA Amplification 
coupled to the Bioluminescent Assay in Real-Time (BART) 

Abstract The Bioluminescent Assay in Real Time (BART) (Gandelman et al., PLoS ONE 
5(11):e14155) is a highly sensitive nucleic acid ‘amplification-detection’ system operating in 
a closed tube format. BART reports the amplification of DNA or RNA targets in real time via 
direct light output. BART converts inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi), a by-product of 
polynucleotide polymerisation, to ATP. This is utilised by a thermostable luciferase to produce 
light. The dynamic BART light profile is highly characteristic and the timing of the maximum 
light intensity reflects the initial target molecule concentration. 
 
Isothermal nucleic acid amplification techniques (iNAATs) using strand displacing DNA 
polymerases at a constant temperature enable coupled BART reactions to be analysed with 
simple and affordable hardware. Loop-mediated amplification (LAMP; Nucleic Acids 
Research 28(12):e63) is highly specific to the DNA target sequence of interest and can be 
accelerated by the addition of loop (Mol Cell Probes 16(3):223-9) or stem (Int J Mol Sci 
12(12):9108-24) primers for faster assay times. 

 
Here we show that the coupling of LAMP to BART can be used successfully on a number of 
nucleic acid targets, achieving detection limits of 5 to average single copy per reaction. LAMP 
primers developed for GM event detection in maize (BMC Biotechnol 12(1):15) were used to 

quantify a linearised plasmid template (pART7) of known titrations; LAMP-BART was 
evaluated at dilutions equivalent to a single copy per partition, to assess the potential for 
accurate ‘binary’ and ‘real-time’ quantification. The work presented highlights the challenges 
to achieve the level of sensitivity required for accurate quantification at limiting copy number; 
including the primer design and quality, choice and quality of target molecule and inhibitor 
load / sample dilution. Together this work demonstrates the benefits that next generation 
BART quantification could afford, providing a low-cost accurate alternative to conventional 
digital PCR platforms. 
 
BART is commercialised by ERBA molecular Ltd and protected by US 07371545 and other 
patents. 
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Poster Title Tapping the unused potential of photosynthesis with a heterologous electron sink 

Abstract Increasing the efficiency of the conversion of light energy to products by photosynthesis 
represents a grand challenge in biotechnology.  Photosynthesis is limited by the carbon-fixing 
enzyme Rubisco resulting in much of the absorbed energy being wasted as heat, 
fluorescence or lost as excess reductant via alternative electron dissipation pathways. To 
harness this wasted reductant, we engineered the model cyanobacterium Synechococcus 
PCC 7002 to express the mammalian cytochrome P450 CYP1A1 to serve as an artificial 
electron sink for excess electrons derived from light-catalysed water-splitting. This improved 
photosynthetic efficiency by increasing the maximum rate of photosynthetic electron flow by 
31.3%. A simple fluorescent assay for CYP1A1 activity demonstrated that the P450 was 
functional in the absence of its native reductase, that activity was light-dependent and scaled 
with irradiance. We show for the first time in live cells that photosynthetic reductant can be 
redirected to power a heterologous cytochrome P450. Furthermore, PCC 7002 expressing 
CYP1A1 degraded the herbicide atrazine, which is a widespread environmental pollutant. 
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Poster Title 
Enhancing the translational capacity of an E. coli chassis by manipulation of the genomic 
copy number of rRNA and tRNA genes 

Abstract To enhance the expression of recombinant proteins, we manipulated the genomic copy 
number of key components of the translational apparatus. First, we investigated the effect of 
rRNA operon number. In previous work, we constructed genomes with various rRNA operon 
numbers (5 to 10), and have shown that, due to the interplay of several factors (advantages 
of quick adjustment to nutrient availability, benefit of rapid growth, economic regulation of 
ribosome number), the particular growth conditions determined, which copy number variant 
ensured the fastest growth. Moreover, cell size correlated with rRNS operon number (Gyorfy 
et al., 2015). Testing the cells for GFP production, we found that increasing the rRNA operon 
copy number resulted in increased amount of GFP per cell in batch cultures. On the 
population level, however, lower copy numbers were beneficial. We concluded that higher 
GFP production per cell in high copy number variants was due to the larger cell size. On the 
other hand, slower growth (due to fewer rRNA operon copies) allowed for better GFP/total 
protein ratio. Next, we doubled the copies of rare tRNA genes (argU, argX, ilex, glyT, leuW 
and proL) for enhanced expression of recombinant proteins with suboptimal codon 
composition. The novelty of the approach was to insert the tRNA genes into rRNA operons. 
This arrangement ensures that extra tRNA is supplied on demand (depending on growth 
rate), minimizing the interference with normal cell physiology. Placing 6 rare codons in rRNA 
operons, we have achieved increased expression of GFP variants with runs of rare codons, 
and demonstrated the advantage of the approach compared to traditional, plasmid-based 
tRNA abundance adjustments. 
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Poster Title 
Automatic reconstruction and modelling of biocatalyst systems for the synthesis of 
target molecules 

Abstract The knowledge of organisms and their metabolic pathways allowed to construct 
biological systems for the production of chemicals and pharmaceuticals such as 
antibiotics and biofuels. Synthetic biology expands the number of these biological 
systems by the assembly of artificial metabolic pathways, called synthetic pathways, not 
present in natural organisms. Synthetic pathways could be integrated in modified micro-
organisms or in biocatalyst systems. A biocatalyst system is an in vitro assembly 
composed only of purified enzymes and metabolites that are useful for the production of 
a desired metabolic compound through a biochemical reaction network. This in vitro 
assembly, as compared to cellular system, has several advantages, such as the 
production of only desired metabolites and a great engineering flexibility. We explored 
an in silico approach to identify and analyse new biocatalyst systems for the production 

of target metabolic compounds. This approach proceeds in several steps. The first step 
is the enumeration of several biocatalyst systems that could synthesize a target product 
from a desired starting substrate. Next, a selection based on several criteria is applied 
to choose a biocatalyst system among the group of biocatalyst systems identified in the 
enumeration step. The last step is the modelling of the selected biocatalyst system to 
evaluate the production rate and the yield of the target product. This communication 
explains in more detail the modus operandi for the different steps of our in silico 
approach. 
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Poster Title Towards an engineered, self-sustained microbial ecosystem 

Abstract Communities of algae and bacteria are widespread in nature and are promising for 
applications as wastewater treatment and production of value added chemicals such as 
biofuels.1 They are advantageous over single bacterial strains since they can work in 
cooperative ways. Multiple steps of a chemical synthesis can be compartmentalised among 
different bacteria, which reduces the energy-investment for each individual cell.2,3 
Furthermore the community members support each other’s growth by clearing up toxic 
metabolic side-products3–5 and providing growth factors such as vitamins.6 To exploit 
microbial communities, it is necessary to gain a fundamental understanding of how and why 
microbes interact, and how such interactions react to disturbances.7 Answering these 
questions in natural systems is almost impossible due to their sheer complexity and 
limitations on performing controlled experiments.  
Thus, we are engineering a minimalist self-sustained microbial ecosystem of a 
photosynthetic and two heterotrophic bacteria, which can maintain itself over extended 
time-scales, hence facilitating the investigation of interactions between the community 
members. The applicability of this ecosystem to chemical synthesis will be examined by 
creating a biomineralisation-cycle within the community, which allows the production of 
manganese oxide, a reactive mineral with significant potential in biodegradation and 
conversion of organic waste into high-value chemicals.8 This knowledge will support the 
bottom-up design of light-driven bacterial communities with desired synthetic capabilities, 
but also give new insights into natural microbial communities with a defined engineered 
model-ecosystem. 
References 
(1)  Ramanan, R. et al. Biotechnol. Adv. 2015. 
(2)  Zhou, K. et al. Nat. Biotechnol. 2015, 33 (4), 377–383. 
(3)  Kouzuma, A.; Kato, S.; Watanabe, K. Front. Microbiol. 2015, 6, 477. 
(4)  Christie-Oleza, J. A.; Scanlan, D. J.; Armengaud, J. Proteomics 2015, 15 (20), 3454–

3462. 
(5)  Großkopf, T.; Soyer, O. S. Curr. Opin. Microbiol. 2014, 18, 72–77. 
(6)  Amin, S. A.; Parker, M. S.; Armbrust, E. V. Microbiol. Mol. Biol. Rev. 2012, 76 (3), 

667–684. 
(7)  Goers, L.; Freemont, P.; Polizzi, K. M. J. R. Soc. Interface 2014, 11 (96), 20140065. 
(8)  Remucal, C. K.; Ginder-Vogel, M. Environ. Sci. Process. Impacts 2014, 16 (6), 

1247–1266. 
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Poster Title Engineering carbapenem antibiotic production in E.coli 

Abstract Antibiotic resistance is projected to cause 10 million deaths per year by 2050, outstripping 
cancer as the leading cause of fatalities. Recent gene mining efforts have uncovered 
biosynthetic pathways of novel antibiotics that, if harnessed, might help alleviate this crisis. 
However, these discoveries may not prove beneficial if we cannot produce the antibiotics on 
an industrial scale. One solution that might enable profitable industrial production of novel 
antibiotics is to transplant the pathways into familiar industrial strains. To explore how 
bacteria could be engineered to produce an antibiotic, we engineered the first Escherichia 
coli strain able to produce Car, a small antibiotic from the carbapenem family. Metabolic 
engineering of the Car pathway in E. coli improved production rates of Car by 25-fold over 
our initial design. In order to translate improvements in production rates into higher antibiotic 
titers, novel approaches to circumvent toxicity were required: careful timing of enzyme 
activation and controlling vulnerability to the product enabled us to sustain metabolism and 
improve cell density. These interventions increased final Car titers by 4-fold. Our results 
provide biochemical insights and engineering strategies that could be applied for the 
production of other relevant antibiotics in bacteria. This work is a proof-of-concept for the 
value of using E.coli as a host for transplantation of biosynthetic pathways and industrial 

production of antibiotics. 
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Poster Title Controlling Protein Levels in Synthetic Operon Systems 

Abstract While rapid progress in DNA synthesis and assembly is leading to more and more efficient 

answers to the question “How to write DNA?”, the question of “What to write into the DNA?” 

remains challenging. One important aspect of this central question for synthetic biology is 

concerned with the control of protein expression levels in synthetic production pathways 

and genetically encoded circuits1,2. Although in silico modelling provides a useful tool to 

identify optimal protein levels in synthetic systems, approaches to implement those optima 

in vivo lack behind. While the crucial processes that influence expression levels are 

qualitatively understood, the design principles to achieve a specific desired relative and 

absolute protein concentration in the cell remain elusive. As a consequence, a reliable set 

of design rules for multi-gene expression systems should be established to allow bottom-up 

construction of systems according to predefined specifications. 

 

In this project we aim to establish such design rules for polycistronic operon systems in 

Escherichia coli. We use ligase cycling reaction3 based combinatorial DNA assembly to 

construct large variant libraries in a series of design-build-test cycles to evaluate critical 

design elements such as gene order, ribosomal binding sites (RBSs), promoters, RNase 

recognition sites, and genes, to name but a few. These libraries are analysed with the help 

of a newly developed technology platform for multiplexed multilevel assays that enables 

concomitant quantification of mRNA amount, protein level and activity for several target 

genes. The latter can be used to iteratively evaluate and challenge previously established 

rules and will eventually lead to a better understanding of smart operon design. 

 

These efforts should ultimately lead to a computer aided design (CAD) tool for synthetic 

biologists to engineer polycistronic operons in a straight forward manner and consequently 

to improved pathway design methodologies. 

 

1. Jeschek, M., Gerngross, D. & Panke, S. Rationally reduced libraries for 
combinatorial pathway optimization minimizing experimental effort. Nat. Commun., 
2016. 

2. Smanski, M. J. et al. Synthetic biology to access and expand nature's chemical 
diversity. Nat. Rev. Microbiol., 2016. 

3. de Kok, S. et al. Rapid and reliable DNA assembly via ligase cycling reaction. ACS 
Synth. Biol., 2014. 
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Poster Title Shape Recognition with a Synbio Retina 

Abstract We have created a synthetic biological (synbio) retina comprising a 4x4 array of light-sensing 
aqueous droplet bio-pixels. Aqueous droplets containing bacteriorhodopsin (bR), a light-
driven proton pump, were arranged on a common hydrogel surface in lipid-containing oil. A 
separate lipid bilayer formed at the interface between each droplet and the hydrogel, which 
then incorporated bR. Electrodes in each droplet simultaneously measured the light-driven 
proton pumping activities of each bio-pixel. The synbio retina derived by this bottom-up 
synthetic biology approach can detect patterns of light moving across the device, which are 
transduced as electrical signals generated in each bio-pixel. We propose that soft synbio 
retinas might be interfaced with living tissues. The patterned generation of proton currents 
might also be used to power selected regions of synthetic tissues. 
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Poster Title 
Design of an artificial heterocyst specific promoter for biofuel production in Nostoc 

punctiforme 

Abstract Nostoc punctiforme ATCC 29133 is a filamentous nitrogen-fixing cyanobacterium, which 

under nitrogen-depleted conditions forms a special cell type along its filaments, the 

heterocyst, to fix atmospheric nitrogen. Hydrogenase, the key enzymes for bio-hydrogen 

production, is oxygen sensitive, which is a technical challenge in our research of using 

photosynthetic cyanobacteria for hydrogen production. However heterocysts provide a 

micro-aerobic environment, which makes them native cell factories allowing active 

hydrogen production.  

Recently a specific motif conferring heterocyst specific transcription was identified by a 

transcriptional regulation study with promoter-GFP reporter constructs. The “DIF motif”, 

TCCGGA, located at -35 region with respect to the transcriptional start site, has been 

identified to be associated with heterocyst-specific transcription within the promoter of 

one dps gene in Nostoc. 

Synthetic biology tools can help to engineer new functions in cyanobacteria to expand the 

production ability. The “BioBricks” developed for cyanobacterial is still limited. Since 

currently the knowledge concerning promoters for biotechnological applications in 

cyanobacteria is very scarce and in filamentous the situation is even worse, a systematic 

investigation on behaviours of various native promoters in cyanobacteria would be 

important.  

Based on conservation of the “DIF motif” in 220 heterocyst specific promoters, a fully 

artificial heterocyst specific promoter was designed for expression of oxygen sensitive 

proteins of importance for heterocyst based bio-hydrogen production. Potential applications 

and further development of this synthetic promoter will be presented. 
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Poster Title 
Building a Synthetic Cell: Sensing the energy status inside lipid vesicle systems 

Abstract Adenosine 5’ triphosphate (ATP) is the general molecule that provides the energy for many 
reactions in living organisms and is generally considered as the universal energy carrier. 
Classically ATP is measured by the use of the enzyme luciferase. The use of luciferase 
inside ATP-producing vesicles or living cells is however not straightforward. Therefore, 
fluorescence-based reporters of the energy state are preferred. In recent years, multiple 
sensors have been developed. These sensors have now been validated for their application 
inside synthetic lipid vesicles.  
PercevalHR, a fluorescent reporter of the ATP/ADP ratio developed by the lab of prof. 
Yellen1 shows the highest potential. PercevalHR can measure ATP/ADP ratios over two 
orders of magnitude. ATP and ADP compete with each other for the same binding site but 
cause opposite changes in the excitation spectrum of the sensor. PercevalHR binds both 
nucleotides with micromolar affinity. We use millimolar concentrations of the adenosine 
nucleotides, and the sensor therefore reports the ATP/ADP ratio rather than the individual 
concentrations. 
We have optimized the conditions to determine the ATP/ADP ratio with minimal 
interference of other compounds. With the aid of PercevalHR, we have been able to show 
ATP production as well as ATP consumption inside synthetic vesicles. As the total amount 
of nucleotides does not change inside the vesicles, it is possible to determine the actual 
ATP concentration from the ATP/ADP ratio after calibration. Additionally, new experiments 
are done to visualize ATP production in individual vesicles by confocal microscopy. 
1. Tantama M, Martínez-François JR, Mongeon R, Yellen G. Imaging energy status in live 
cells with a fluorescent biosensor of the intracellular ATP-to-ADP ratio. Nat Commun. 
2013;4:2550.  
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Poster Title 
Elucidating the transport mechanism of the ABC-transporter OpuA: towards smFRET 
studies on OpuA in monodisperse nanoparticles 

Abstract OpuA is an ABC-transporter that is responsible for the uptake of glycine betaine, a 
compatible solute that protects the cell against hyperosmotic stress. We aim to elucidate 
the transport mechanism of OpuA by making use of single molecule FRET (smFRET) as a 
tool to probe the conformation dynamics of the full-length transporter. 
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Poster Title Using CRISPR/Cas9 tools for the engineering of bacterial genome cloned in yeast 

Abstract The class Mollicutes comprises bacteria without a cell wall that can infect a large range of 
hosts from plants to humans, and have a small genome with a low G+C content. Recently 
they have been used as model organisms for the development of cutting edge technologies. 
Cloning and assembly of a synthetic bacterial genome in yeast followed by a back 
transplantation into recipient bacterial cells opened the way to large scale genome 
engineering using genetic tools available in yeast.  
Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) and CRISPR-
associated (Cas) systems have been applied for genome engineering of many organisms 
including bacteria. This system was recently adopted for in-yeast genome editing. Here we 
present the adaptation of type II CRISPR/Cas9 system for the engineering of mycoplasma 
genomes cloned in yeast.  
 
A seamless deletion of the mycoplasma glycerol-3-phosphate oxidase-encoding gene (glpO) 
of Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. capri was achieved without selection, in one step, using 
90nt paired oligonucleotides as templates to drive recombination. Screening of the resulting 
clones revealed that more than 20% contained the desired deletion. After manipulation, the 
overall integrity of the cloned mycoplasma genome was verified by multiplex PCR and PFGE. 
Finally, the edited genome was back-transplanted into a mycoplasma recipient cell. As 
expected the deletion of glpO affected the production of H2O2 in the mutant strain. 
 
Since then, we have extended the use of the CRISPR/Cas9 system to generate targeted 
mutations in the genomes of several mycoplasmas cloned in yeast. For example, precise 
deletion of a small non-coding RNA was obtained in Mycoplasma capricolum with the aim of 
discovering its potential implication in the control of gene expression. Our CRISPR/Cas9 tool 
has been also successfully used for large operons deletion (20 kbp) with similar efficiency as 
already observed. This combination of CRISPR/Cas9 tools and genome transplantation 
technologies paves the way to time-saving and reduced-cost functional analysis of several 
pathogenic mycoplasmas. 
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Poster Title 
Construction of a viable minimal non-pathogenic bacterial chassis with synthetic biology 
tools 

Abstract Minicell is a European project involving four partners, whose goal is to provide a 
bacterial drug delivery system. The aim of the project is to develop a viable, minimal and non-
pathogenic Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mpn) chassis able to synthetize and deliver human 
lung therapy in situ. This project is divided into five parts. First Mpn will be characterized at 
the genomic and molecular level. Data generated in this first phase, will be gathered to 
construct a whole-cell model of Mpn, and used to design engineered Mpn genomes. Strains 
carrying improved genomes will be produced using newly developed synthetic biology tools, 
in vitro characterized and finally tested as delivery systems.  
 In the frame of this project, INRA is in charge of developing efficient tools to produce 
Mpn mutants. To achieve this goal, our strategy will take advantage of newly developed 
synthetic biology tools that include: (i) in-yeast whole genome cloning and engineering and 
(ii) whole genome transplantation (GT). We are currently working on the cloning of the Mpn 
genome into yeast. Our first approach consisted in the insertion of a yeast vector (containing 
a yeast centromeric sequence, a yeast origin of replication and a tetracycline resistance 
marker) into the bacterial genome prior to yeast transformation. Yeast transformants have 
already been obtained and under investigation. Once cloned in yeast, Mpn genomes will be 

modified using editing tools, such as TREC, TREC-IN or CRISPR-Cas9. Genes potentially 
involved in virulence will be deleted first in order to produce a non-pathogenic chassis. Three 
candidate genes have been selected: (i) a CARDS toxin encoding gene, (ii) a gene involved 
in the production of a cytadherence protein and (iii) a gene implicated in the production of an 
IgG-blocking protein. The following step will be the transplantation of the modified/improved 
genome into a recipient cell, a process that results in the complete transformation of the 
recipient cell into another cell, which adopts the phenotypic and genomic characteristics 
induced by the donor genome. To move Mpn genomes back from yeast to a suitable recipient 

cell, a GT protocol should be developed. Efforts are currently being made towards the 
elaboration of a PEG-mediated method that will be further used for Mpn GT experiments. 
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Poster Title Decoding the epigenome for cancer diagnosis with advanced label-free nanodevices 

Abstract Tumor cells not only appear due to genetic and epigenetic alterations, but they also routinely 
employ epigenetic mechanisms in favor to their outliving and proliferation over normal cells, 
escaping from chemotherapy and host immune surveillance. Having more effective 
diagnostic solutions to unravel these epigenetic mechanisms in cancer is of paramount 
importance for the design of personalized therapies. Nanophotonic biosensors have profiled 
themselves as robust and efficient analytical tools offering fast, simple and ultra-sensitive 
detection of disease-related biomarkers. We present here brand-new nanobiosensor 
methodologies for the simultaneous monitoring of relevant epigenetic mechanisms such as 
the RNA alternative splicing, the aberrant expression of microRNAs or the methylation status 
of DNA. Our innovative biosensor platform permits the analysis of such routes by offering 
simple, label-free and highly sensitive detection in a few minutes and with minimal sample 
treatment. Our methodologies resolve the main problems encountered in the standard 
analysis of these epigenetic processes, demonstrating an excellent selectivity for the direct 
detection of the different mRNA splicing isoforms or micro-RNAs without pre-amplification 
steps and achieving limits of detection as sensitive as 23 attomolar. In addition, we have 
developed a methodology for the capture of double-stranded DNA fragments, which 
facilitates the direct analysis of the methylation status from concrete gene fragments. Our 
biosensor constitutes a breakthrough in epigenetics, representing a highly valuable and 
innovative tool for cancer prognosis, diagnosis and patient follow-ups. 
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Poster Title Bacillus subtilis genome engineering and streamlining 

Abstract Bacillus subtilis is a Gram-positive model bacterium, generally recognized as safe (GRAS), 
and therefore an organism of choice for the industrial production of proteins of interest 
(amylases, alkaline proteases) and of metabolites (vitamins). The genome of B. subtilis has 
been completed by an international consortium, and several global studies on gene 
essentiality, metabolism regulation, systems and synthetic biology have next been addressed 
using this organism as a model.  
One of our interests is to develop bacterial chassis able to meet specific needs for 
biotechnology. We have already investigated and deciphered global regulations using 
systems biology approaches, and we now aim at developing methods for modifying the 
genome "à la carte". We developed and are currently developing genome engineering 
methodologies adapted to B. subtilis. Using these methods, we already successfully 
designed and developed streamlined B. subtilis chassis strains lacking dispensable 

chromosomal regions (35% genome reduction). This latter work represents a proof-of-
concept for strain development for biotechnologies. We are now currently developing a set 
of genome engineering methodologies including CRISPR-Cas9 system for B. subtilis. 
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Poster Title 
Hydrogel Encapsulated Droplet Interface Bilayer Networks As Tools For Membrane Study 
And Bottom-Up Synthetic Biology 

Abstract Droplet interface bilayers have been demonstrated to be useful in a wide range of laboratory 
applications, including biophysical membrane studies and as tools for drug development. 
Recently, there has been increasing interest in the use of droplet interface bilayers as bottom-
up synthetic biology constructs for their ability to form functional, multicompartmentalised 
networks separated by lipid bilayers. However, their development into cell-inspired devices 
for real world applications is currently hampered by their inherent fragility and challenges 
interfacing with wider environments outside the laboratory. Here we report a microfluidic 
system for the manufacture of hierarchical triple emulsions with a semi-permeable shell, 
enabling the creation of hydrogel-encapsulated droplet interface bilayer assemblies of 
precise size and arrangement. The hydrogel shell provides structural support to the lipid 
bilayers whilst allowing for diffusive communication with an external environment. The 
presence of lipid bilayers between the droplet bilayer network and its environment is 
evidenced via electrophysiology measurement. These encapsulated droplet interface 
bilayers (eDIBs) are self-supporting, are able to withstand mechanical manipulation, and are 
stable in a range of environments. It is anticipated that the development of such constructs 
will pave the way for the application of freestanding, encapsulated droplet interface bilayer 
networks for medical applications, biophysical studies and the development of cell-inspired 
constructs for future applications within the field of synthetic biology. 
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Poster Title 
Improving Saccharomyces cerevisiae ethanol production and tolerance through 
engineering RNA Polymerase II subunit 

Abstract The modification of single or several genes expression in traditional cellular and metabolic 
engineering may be limited in improving multigenic phenotypes or traits whose mechanism 
is not fully understood. Without introducing mutation in genome, global transcription 
machinery engineering (gTME) is an effective approach to reprogram global transcription 
through fine-tuning or rewiring key transcription component of transcription machinery. In the 
more complex transcription system for eukaryotic microbes, RNA polymerase II (RNAP II) is 
the core machinery throughout the transcription process. Here, we directly alter one 
dissociable subunit of RNAP II itself through mutagenesis to reprogram transcription profile. 
Yeast native traits, ethanol tolerance & production were set as the engineering targets. One 
isolated mutant M1 that conferred ethanol tolerance displayed resistance to oxidative, acetic 
acid and osmotic stress as well. Enhanced ethanol productivity was also observed in M1 and 
final ethanol titers reached over 120 g/L (~97% of maximal ethanol yield) under laboratory 
very high gravity (VHG) fermentation. From the global transcription analysis by DNA 
microarray, over 300 genes were differential expressed in M1, many of which are associated 
with glycolysis, alcoholic fermentation, oxidative stress response etc., indicating the capacity 
of disturbing RNAP II in eliciting global transcription change for desired phenotypes. 
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Poster Title Genome editing in motile Chlamydomonas reinhardtii strains via Zinc-finger nucleases 

Abstract For direct nuclear gene targeting in the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (C.r.), we 
previously reported about the successful application of single-stranded DNA and zinc-finger 
nucleases (ZFN) for deletion of a nuclear-encoded photoreceptor gene in the non-motile C.r. 
strain CC-4350. The ZFN approach relied on the repair of the beforehand randomly 
integrated non-functional marker gene APHVIII which is disrupted by the target site of the 
gene of interest (GOI). Unfortunately, this approach was unsuccessful for other C.r. strains. 
Now we report about optimization of gene targeting (GT) selection cassette, transformation 
conditions and variation of FokI DNA-cleavage domains that finally resulted in a functional 

system that enabled marker repair of the GOI by homologous recombination (HR) in motile 
strains. Finally, we achieved single or double gene targeting by transformation without using 
the GT selection cassette reaching efficiencies of > 3% homologous recombinants for the 
genes encoding ChR1 and ChR2. 
In parallel with ZFNs, we tested the CRISPR/Cas9 system. All attempts to repair the marker 
gene of our GT selection cassette via HR failed. However, we were able to induce small indel 
mutations in the selectable FKB12 gene. Our conclusion is that gene inactivation in motile C. 
reinhardtii cells is possible with both ZFNs and Cas9, but in practice, the efficiency of Cas9 

still needs to be optimized for non-selectable genes. In consequence, our optimized protocol 
for ZFNs offers a reliable method for manipulating nuclear genes in motile C.r. strains within 
3 months. 
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